
When shifting traffic into a
turn lane, use of double cones
is required.  Traffic device
spacing shall be half distance
for opposing traffic devices.

Lane Taper Length = 
(width of taper offset) x (speed limit)2

(width of taper typically measured as width of lane)

Work shall immediately
cease in the work zone
for a pedestrian
spotter, available at all
times, to escort
pedestrians around the
work area.

The applicant shall coordinate redundant
traffic control devices with other traffic
control plans authorized near this site.

NIGHT WORK REQUIRED.
CLOSURE ALLOWED:

Sunday - Thursday
9PM - 5AM

Call communications center at
253-287-4456 on night of closure.

Request a job start inspection
through the CityView portal and

leave a message for the inspectors
by calling 253-435-3650 at least 48

hours in advance of job start.

The applicant shall notify all
residents and businesses within

300 feet of the work area 48 hours
in advance of start date by

distributing informational door
hangers, displaying work on
message boards, or on signs

posted visibly along the
right-of-way.  The City-issued

permit packet shall be posted at
the job site and available to

inspectors at all times.

No disruption of signal timing allowed
at signalized intersection unless the
traffic control plan depicts a uniformed
police officer at the intersection.

-Traffic control devices shall be 28 inch retro-reflective cones.
-Taper length equals width of offset times speed limit squared divided by 60.
-Sign spacing shall be 100 feet when speed limit is 30 mph or less.
-Sign spacing shall be 350 feet when speed limit is greater than 30 mph.
-Distance between cones equals speed limit in unit-feet.
-Travel lane width must be a minimum of 11 feet at all times.
-All flaggers and spotters shall remain in radio contact at all times.
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